Today, the United States shares a common history with England and Scotland’s past. We are all divided nations, we are all a divided people today, living under the influence of the few who control and manipulate society to control the many! For hundreds of years the UK and the United States had affixed their governments identity seals to authenticate documents that passed laws, created treaties with foreign countries and even sealed declarations of war.

The United States Great Seal is the national coat of arms of the “People” that also symbolizes the power and authority of laws passed by the members of government that represent the People of the United States. The very first US government seal was the 1778 Board of War seal, where the Liberty pole and cap was a propaganda symbol the exiled Prince of Scotland Charles Edward Stuart. The Prince who was the legitimate heir to the thrown of the United Kingdom. Who failed to take the thrown back during the 1745 Up-Rising, civil war.

Even the true symbolism origins of the US Star’s & Stripes is also a symbolic evolution of the exiled house of Stuart. Where number thirteen factually represents the King and his knightly order called the “Knights Garter & Knights Thistle”. The kings most trusted lords who helped him rule the realm. The King and twelve knights of two orders, documented as being symbolic in representing the right to rule by God. Much like Jesus and the twelve Apostles being the right hand of the Lord. Remember that 13 Colonies represents the King and his knightly orders that were the sovereign rulers of England Scotland and Ireland, which included America.

The laws of the newly formed United States was an extension of what had already existed from British Admiralty laws introduced by John Adams. When you trace the British Admiralty origins, we can link it back to ancient Scotland. Directly to the High Lord of Admiralty who was Henry I Sinclair, Jarl of Orkney and the Baron of Roslin back in the 14th century. This is the famous family associated with the stories of the Templars and the builders of Roslin Church and the holy grail history. The same family who are also blood to the house Stuart by marriage and the many other nobel families who ruled Scotland, England and Ireland.
Prior to the outbreak of the American Revolution, the Scots had sent a trained engraver to America. Robert Scot, was the engraver behind the making of all the original seals, along with engravers under his authority as the head of the American engraving guild. Scot was a staunch Jacobite or a follower of the exiled Scottish nobility.

Scot had manipulated all the designs of the United States governments first seals, until his death in 1823. Vast research on the subject of Scot and his families secret identity has only come to light in the last several years and that he was behind the manipulation of most all the United States symbolism. The Sovereign symbolism that goes against the documented history that Americans are taught about the great seal, US flag and other government institutions symbolism. The biggest historical fraud ever committed in US history, was not the Freemasons exactly. Even though they were involved in the manipulation of the US Great Seal factually being a series of seal designs that represented the Masonic phoenix. The phoenix that represented the rebirth of the House of Stuart and the Bonnie Prince Charlie as the Sovereign King of the United States and Canada in the eyes of the Church in Rome.

Freemasonry's charters were granted in the UK by the Stuart King and with the French Scottish Rite order by the later exiled Stuart king the Old Pretender, James Francis Edward Stuart. The conspiracy regarding the US Great seals, has everything to do with exiled nobility and their right to rule! The Scottish Rite order in France was founded by the exiled Jacobites. Where the early US symbolism of the great seals in association to the exiled Sovereigns symbolism is different than the Scottish Rite. Except today, we see the US Great Seal and the US Presidential seals are designed with devices that represent the Scottish Rite order. Many of the last US Presidents were members of the Scottish Rite order who are and were puppets of powers from overseas intrusion that had manipulated the sovereignty and rights of the people of the United States. President Franklin D. Roosevelt was a high ranking Scottish Rite Mason, who was behind changing the US Seal designs. Involving hidden symbolic devices representing his order and it has not yet been changed. The two orders of Freemasonry were always in opposition of each other. Only todays current President has the power to change these devices on the seal.

---

LETTER RECENTLY RECEIVED FROM PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP REGARDS TO MY CONCERNS WITH THIS HISTORY AND THE STOLEN 1783, SECOND GREAT SEAL THE GOVERNMENT REFUSES TO POLICE TODAY VIA CONGRESS, ICE AND THE FEDS DURING THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION.
FIXING THE NATIONAL IDENTITY WITH THE HELP OF TODAY'S STANDING PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP

Last November of 2017, I received a return letter from President Donald J. Trump, while he was busy on his overseas trip to Asia. Weeks prior, I sent the President a letter by the White House email link. Where I requested his help in the policing of the recently identified half size US great seal that was made in 1783 and the issues expressed in this document.

The 1783 Half size seal was made for the American diplomats in Europe, who needed an official seal in order of officiate their business with foreign governments. The seals story was that it resided in the US embassy in Madrid and was stolen by looters during the Franco War in Spain back in 1939. Where the US Embassy officials had next to no time with escaping to safety, when the war broke out in the streets of Madrid. Shortly after WWII an American tourist purchased the seal in an antique shop in Madrid and brought it back to Connecticut in the USA. She kept the seal for over three decades, when she sold it to the founder of the National Museum of the American Revolution, Harry Kels Swan of South Bound Brook, NJ.

Where the author of this paper was a board of directors member and trustee to priceless collection of relics. My job was to authentic the relic in question. Documents were found that proved the little seal did exist and that the seal was authentic. The problem associated was that Mr. Swan had committed a cultural relic crime, when he purchased the relic. Mr. Swan purchased a stolen national treasure belonging to the United States government.

Many attempts were made to get members of Congress, Ice and the FBI to police the relic in the efforts to acknowledge its existence. Not one person in any government institution under the Obama administration lifted one finger to police the matter! Below is a link to the local newspaper doing a story on the historical seal!

NJ life: One man’s collection tells Revolutionary War story for the ages ...

All of this information mentioned in this paper was addressed to President Trump, who actually took the time to respond to my letter in asking for his help to correct all these issues and to have his administration police the seal that belongs in Washington, alongside the other two seals. Where an added request was made to open the great seal case to see if an all seeing eye and pyramid exists or even information that adds to the provenance of the double sided seal. The major issue is that the double sided seal and the other seal are claimed to be the very first original US Great Seal! The well preserved, very first sealed letter was placed on written orders for General Washington to do a prisoner exchange, contradicts the evidence that those two seals are not the very first US Great Seal. Neither of the seals match the design of the impression.

Knowing these facts that several seals were made from 1782-1790. The very first seal is most likely lost or in private collection. Which now includes the 2nd great seal and President Washington’s Presidential seal as well.

Pretty much all the early US Government seals are lost stolen and missing from 1778-1799. We then look at the original US Declaration of Independence. The very original copy is lost and has not ever been found, the one in the National archives is a copy. We could say that the 2nd Seal in the Swan foundation collection could very well be the single most important relics in US history surviving today. Based on a basic timeline when these important relics were made. One thing can be said about President Trump and his administration. They took the time during a time of high tensions of nuclear threat with North Korea that week to send me the letter attached to this document. Obamas representative a few years back, told me on the phone “what are you going to do if we do not want the 1783 second great seal back”! Not even one member of Congress even bothered to help from either party. Thank you, President Donald J. Trump!